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A B S T R A C T

The combination of rapid automated lay-up and stamp forming has great potential for rapid manufacturing of
lightweight load carrying components of thermoplastic composites. However, deconsolidation during blank
heating is currently limiting the applicability of rapid lay-up blanks. This experimental work investigates the
origin of deconsolidation in blanks produced by advanced fiber placement (AFP) versus traditional press con-
solidation. The influence of moisture on deconsolidation is investigated through deconsolidation experiments in
a convection oven, as well as thermo-mechanical and residual gas analyses. The experiments revealed that
thermal expansion of dissolved moisture is the main deconsolidation mechanism for press-consolidated blanks,
but not for AFP blanks, which are suggested to deconsolidate mainly due to the release of frozen-in fiber stresses
present in the used prepreg.

1. Introduction

Thermoplastic composites are increasingly being used in industry
due to their advantages over thermoset composites. The advantages
include a higher toughness, recyclability and their potential for auto-
mated high volume manufacturing due to their weldability and form-
ability. For these reasons thermoplastic composites are well accepted in
aerospace industry and, slowly but surely, also in automotive industry.
However, the high demands from industry on performance and costs
require both the advancement of existing and the development of new
processing technologies, where the focus is on rapid and reliable
manufacturing.

Stamp forming is a fine example of a well-established processing
technology which uses the formability of thermoplastic composites at
elevated temperatures to shape a flat laminate into a three dimensional
component. Short cycle times can be achieved as no curing reaction is
required, making the process very attractive for large series production.
However, the application of stamp forming is currently limited to the
production of secondary components with relatively simple geometries
and uniform lay-up. Moreover, the blanks used to produce these com-
ponents are usually cut from larger rectangular laminates, which are
manufactured through time and energy consuming press or autoclave
consolidation. Additionally, the cutting of blanks and trimming after
stamp forming results in significant amounts of scrap material. Further

advancement of the stamp forming technology is required to extend its
application to structurally loaded primary components, increase weight
savings and reduce costs.

The development of rapid automated lay-up technologies over the
past decades, such as automated tape lay-up (ATL) and advanced fiber
placement (AFP), offers the possibility for highly automated manu-
facturing of blanks with a high degree of lay-up freedom. This enables
the use of tailored lay-ups, which can be optimized for their final ap-
plication in terms of local thickness and fiber orientations. This allows
for more efficient material use and weight reduction compared to tra-
ditional lay-ups. Moreover, near-net-shaped blanks can be produced,
which reduces production scrap. For these reasons, the combination of
rapid automated lay-up and stamp forming, as illustrated in Fig. 1, has
the potential for a great step forward in the rapid manufacturing of load
carrying components.

One of the current limitations of automated lay-up processes is that
they do not provide the same level of blank consolidation as traditional
press or autoclave consolidation due to the high lay-up rates that are
required to achieve a high productivity. The consolidation quality of a
blank is relevant, as it forms the basis for the consolidation quality of a
component after stamp forming. The consolidation quality comprises
several properties, such as void content and degree of interlaminar
bonding, which determine the performance of a component [1–6].
These properties depend strongly on the local thermal and pressure
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history. Due to the high cooling rates in the stamp forming process,
there is limited time available for void elimination and interlaminar
bonding. As a result, low blank consolidation quality, e.g. high void
content and poor interlaminar bonding, could lead to poor component
performance after stamp forming.

The degree of blank consolidation that can be achieved by auto-
mated lay-up technologies is depending on the process. Best results can
be obtained with AFP, where narrow tapes are bonded together by
continuous fusion bonding. However, achieving so-called full in-situ
consolidation with AFP remains challenging, especially while main-
taining a high productivity [7–11]. The latter is essential for the suc-
cessful combination of rapid automated lay-up and stamp forming.

The potential of AFP as a blank manufacturing technology was ex-
plored by the authors in previous work [12]. The AFP blanks showed an
inferior consolidation quality after stamp forming compared to press-
consolidated blanks. This was attributed to blank deconsolidation,
which was found to be more pronounced for the AFP blanks. Decon-
solidation is a common phenomenon during the processing of thermo-
plastic composites and plays a role in for example stamp forming
[3,12–14], welding [15] and AFP [16]. It is often described as the
lofting or debulking of a composite when being exposed to elevated
temperatures (above melting temperature for semi-crystalline thermo-
plastics), especially when no external pressure is applied. During de-
consolidation, voids form and grow within the composite and plies may
even delaminate. Deconsolidation is often attributed to two primary
causes. Firstly, the release of stresses carried by the fiber bed, which
were introduced during manufacturing of the laminate, has been
identified as source of deconsolidation by many authors [14,15,17–23].
However, the materials used in these works were mainly woven fabrics.
These can store a large amount of elastic energy due to the undulating
fiber bundles. The effect is less pronounced for unidirectional pregreg,
as this undulation is not present and hence less elastic energy is stored
in the fiber bed [24]. Secondly, a well known source of deconsolidation
is the thermal expansion of dissolved gas [25] and moisture
[15,21,26,27] in the matrix, especially at high heating rates. Decon-
solidation can easily be prevented by applying external pressure during
heating [15,20,28]. However, this requires contact between composite
and tooling. For some technologies, including stamp forming, it is
preferred to use contact-less heating methods, such as IR heater panels.
In this case, deconsolidation cannot be prevented by applying external
pressure. As a result, a blank may deconsolidate during the heating
phase of the stamp forming process, as is schematically shown in Fig. 2.

The voids formed by deconsolidation have to be eliminated again
during reconsolidation, making the consolidation process somewhat
inefficient. Deconsolidation may even lead to poorly consolidated parts
if reconsolidation is insufficient. Additionally, deconsolidation ob-
structs heat transfer in the blank, increasing the required heating time
in the IR oven [12,13].

The current paper aims to investigate the deconsolidation me-
chanisms that cause the previously observed [12] differences in de-
consolidation behavior between blanks produced by press-consolida-
tion and AFP. Proper characterization of the deconsolidation behavior
could lead to methods to reduce or prevent it. Controlling deconsoli-
dation is thought to be essential for improving consolidation quality of
stamp formed components, especially for blanks produced by rapid AFP
technologies.

In this work the deconsolidation behavior of blanks is characterized
experimentally. Blanks produced both by press-consolidation and AFP,
aimed at rapid lay-up, are considered, in order to investigate the in-
fluence of blank consolidation quality and production method on de-
consolidation behavior. As moisture expansion has been identified as
the most likely deconsolidation mechanism, this work focuses on the
effect of dissolved moisture on deconsolidation. The release of fiber bed
stresses is assumed to be less dominant due to the use of unidirectional
tapes. Various treatments are applied in order to alter the moisture
content of the blanks prior to deconsolidation in a convection oven.
Deconsolidation is characterized by thickness measurements and cross-
sectional micrographs, while moisture content is measured through
weight loss. Additional thermo mechanical (TMA) and residual gas
analyses (RGA) are performed in order to identify a relation between
thickness increase due to void formation and moisture release.

2. Experimental work

2.1. Materials and blank manufacturing

Cross-ply [0/90]4s laminates were prepared from unidirectional (UD)
TenCate Cetex® TC1200 AS4/PEEK prepreg material according to the
procedures listed below. This prepreg has a listed consolidated ply
thickness and fiber volume fraction after press consolidation of
0.15mm and 59%, respectively, and a very low (<1%) void content
[29]. The glass transition temperature Tg and melting temperature Tm

are 143 °C and 343 °C, respectively. C/PEEK is known for its low
moisture uptake (between 0.1 and 0.2%, depending on conditions
[30–32]) and the limited effect of moisture on mechanical properties
[31,32].

• Press consolidation. A ×600 600 mm2 laminate was laid up by
hand from 6 in. wide prepreg. The laminate was placed between
1mm stainless steel caul sheets coated with Marbocote 227 CEE
release agent and consolidated in a 200 t Pinette P.E.I. press with a
20min dwell at 386 °C and 10 bars and cooled at a rate of 2.5 °C/
min. This procedure results in a void-free laminate.

• AFP. A Coriolis Composites AFP robot with laser heating was used
to produce a ×330 330 mm2 laminate from 1/4 in. wide prepreg at a
rate of 200mm/s and a nip-point temperature of approximately
450 °C (measured by thermal camera). A compaction force of 100 N
was applied by a deformable silicon roller of 40 SH hardness,

Fig. 1. Combination of rapid auto-
mated lay-up and stamp forming for
components with tailored lay-ups.

Fig. 2. Typical void evolution during the three stages of the stamp forming
process.
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resulting in an compaction pressure of approximately 1 bar. This
procedure results in a laminate which is not void-free and has im-
perfect interlaminar bonding, as is typical for blanks produced at
high lay-up rates.

2.2. Oven deconsolidation experiments

2.2.1. Pretreatments
The laminates were given a primary treatment at ambient lab con-

ditions (≈ 23 °C/50%RH) for 2months prior to cutting them into
smaller 100×100 mm2 specimens. This simulates long term laminate
storage between blank manufacturing and stamp forming and results in
blanks which are saturated with moisture at ambient conditions. The
subsequent secondary treatments are listed in Table 1, and include
treatments that further alter the moisture content by drying or humi-
difying. Additionally, various high temperature (above Tg) heat treat-
ments in a convection oven were included to investigate the effect of
treatment temperature and duration. Relaxation of residual stresses and
additional crystallization may occur at these temperatures [33], but
further analysis of this is not considered within the scope of this work.

A total of three specimens were tested per pretreatment. The press-
consolidated specimens were subjected to all pretreatments, while the
AFP specimens were only subjected to three treatments based on the
results of the press-consolidated specimens; ambient storage (AS), va-
cuum oven storage (VOS) and one heat treatment (HT-3H@250C). The
specimens were weighed regularly on a semi-micro balance in order to
monitor the moisture content during the treatments. It was assumed
that saturation was reached once no further significant weight change
was observed over a period of one week.

2.2.2. Deconsolidation treatment
All specimens were deconsolidated within 1 h after finishing the

pretreatment by heating them in a preheated convection oven at 390 °C
for 20min. This is a typical preheating temperature for C/PEEK blanks
during stamp forming.Temperature measurements have shown that the
laminates experience a similar heating curve during heating in the
convection oven and heating in an IR oven during stamp forming. This
can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows the core and surface temperature
measured by thermocouples during the deconsolidation cycle and a
typical stamp forming cycle. The specimens were held in the oven for
20min to ensure full deconsolidation [20] and cooled to room tem-
perature by natural convection. The effect of gravity on deconsolidation
was eliminated by hanging the specimens vertically using alligator
clips.

2.2.3. Characterization
The relative thickness increase after heat treatment of a specimen

gives a quantitative measure for the amount of deconsolidation. In case
the specimen is initially void-free, the relative thickness increase also
gives an estimate of the void content:

≈ =
−

×v h H H
H

100%v
1 0

0 (1)

Here, vv is the void content per unit volume, h the relative thickness
increase, H0 the thickness before deconsolidation and H1 the thickness
after deconsolidation. The thickness of each specimen was measured at
5 predefined points just before and after the deconsolidation treatment
using a micrometer. Additionally, the void content was characterized
qualitatively through cross-sectional micrographs of the specimens.

In case all moisture is removed from the composite during the de-
consolidation treatment and no additional weight loss is caused by
other phenomena, the moisture content prior to the deconsolidation
treatment can be estimated based on the relative weight loss:

≈ =
−

×w w W W
W

100%m
0 1

1 (2)

Here, wm is the moisture content per unit weight prior to deconso-
lidation, w the relative weight loss during deconsolidation, W0 the
weight before deconsolidation and W1 the weight after deconsolidation.
Each specimen was weighed using a semi-micro balance (0.01mg
precision) just before and after the deconsolidation treatment.

2.3. TMA and RGA experiments

The deconsolidation behavior was further analyzed by performing
continuous measurements of thickness increase and moisture release
during deconsolidation through zero-force thermo-mechanical analysis
(TMA) and residual gas analysis (RGA), respectively. The TMA anlyses
were performed on a Mettler Toledo TMA/SDTA840. The relative
thickness increase measured during TMA is a combination of thermal
expansion, crystallization effects and deconsolidation. The release of
moisture molecules was detected by measuring the ion current for

=m z/ 18 for H O2 during the RGA in a Netsch STA 449 F3.
Small 8× 8mm2 specimens were cut from the press-consolidated

and AFP laminates that were stored at ambient conditions. The speci-
mens were heated inside the test equipment following the thermal
profiles shown in Fig. 4. The profiles includes either only a deconsoli-
dation cycle (D), or an additional preceding heat treatment cycle (HT)
of 3 h at 250 °C. Heating and cooling rates were set to 20 °C/min in
order avoid large temperature gradients within the specimens. Both the
TMA and RGA were performed under nitrogen atmosphere to prevent
degradation of the polymer. An negligible external pressure of 1.5 kPa
was applied during the TMA to ensure contact with the specimen.

Table 1
Secondary treatments prior to deconsolidation.

Treatment Method Conditions Duration

AS Ambient storage Lab
(≈23 °C/50%RH)

2months

VOS Vacuum oven storage 70 °C/vacuum 2months
HCS Humidity chamber

storage
80 °C/85%RH 2weeks

HT-3H@150C Heat treatment 150 °C 3 h
HT-15M@250C Heat treatment 250 °C 15min
HT-3H@250C Heat treatment 250 °C 3 h

HT-3H@250C+HCS Heat
treatment+Humidity

chamber storage

250 °C + 80 °C/
85%RH

3 h+5 days

Fig. 3. Core and surface temperature measured by thermocouples during the
deconsolidation cycle (convection oven) and a typical C/PEEK stamp forming
cycle (IR oven). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure le-
gend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3. Results

3.1. Oven deconsolidation experiments

3.1.1. Press-consolidated specimens
Fig. 5 shows the average relative thickness increase versus the re-

lative weight loss during deconsolidation for the press-consolidated
specimens. The measurements can be divided into two groups, in-
dicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 5.

On the one hand, there is a large group of treatments (AS, HCS, HT-
3H@150C, HT-15M@250C and HT-3H@250C+HCS) where weight
loss differs among the treatments, but thickness increase does not
change significantly and remains at 12–15%, indicating that deconso-
lidation behavior is not sensitive to moisture content in this group. The
group includes all treatments which show a weight loss of 0.06% and
more during deconsolidation. The ambient stored (AS) specimens show
a weight loss of 0.08%, which is consistent with the saturation level
found literature [30–32].

On the other hand, there is a group of two treatments (VOS and HT-
3H@250C) which show a weight loss of less than 0.03% and a sig-
nificant reduction in thickness increase to less than 5%. This indicates a
more effective reduction in moisture content by these treatments and a
much higher sensitivity of deconsolidation to moisture content com-
pared to the other group of treatments.

The heat treatment for 3 h at 250 °C (HT-3H@250C) is most effec-
tive in reducing both moisture content and deconsolidation to 0.01%
and 1.5%, respectively. The shorter heat treatment (HT-15M@250C)
and lower temperature heat treatment (HT-3H@150C) have only

slightly reduced the moisture content, while not affecting deconsoli-
dation significantly. Rehumidifying a heat treated specimen (HT-3H@
250C+HCS) restored all deconsolidation. This also indicates that an-
nealing of the matrix or further crystallization during the heat treat-
ments did not influence the deconsolidation behavior. The heat treat-
ments can therefore in this case simply be considered as high
temperature drying treatments.

The thickness measurements are further supported by cross-sec-
tional micrographs, which are shown in Fig. 6. While a specimen before
deconsolidation is void-free, the deconsolidated specimens show more
voids for increasing thickness increase. The voids are mainly found at
the interfaces between the plies, i.e. interlaminar voids, while the plies
have remained mostly intact. Similar deconsolidated states were found
for the group of specimens with 12–15% thickness increase. Fig. 6(b)
shows that interlaminar voids have formed delaminations, which could
also be observed as blisters on the surface of the specimens. The spe-
cimens stored in the vacuum oven (VOS, Fig. 6(c)) show much less
interlaminar voids and no delaminations. The voids are mainly located
between the plies closest to the mid-plane. The specimens that were
exposed to a heat treatment (HT-3H@250C, Fig. 6(d)) show an almost
void-free cross-section. This matches the minimal thickness increase of
1.5% for these specimens.

3.1.2. AFP specimens
The average relative thickness increase versus the relative weight

loss after deconsolidation is shown in Fig. 7 for the AFP specimens. The
AFP specimens show a similar plateau as the press-consolidated speci-
mens where thickness increase is not related to weight loss, indicated
by the dotted line. However, the observed weight loss and thickness
increases are much higher for the AFP specimens compared to the press-
consolidated specimens. The AFP specimens stored at ambient condi-
tions (AS) show a weight loss of approximately 0.3%, three times higher
than the press-consolidated specimens and also higher than the satu-
rated moisture content reported in literature [30–32]. Possibly addi-
tional moisture was entrapped in voids between the plies. The thickness
increase is approximately 60%, about four times higher. Both the va-
cuum oven treatment (VOS), as well as the heat treatment for 3 h at
250 °C (HT-3H@250C), have not significantly affected thickness in-
crease. This is in contrast with the press-consolidated specimens, where
these treatments were very effective in reducing deconsolidation.
However, a large weight loss was still observed after deconsolidation
for both treatments. This could indicate that the treatments did not
eliminate all moisture prior to deconsolidation or that additional vo-
latiles are released during deconsolidation.

A cross-sectional micrograph of a deconsolidated AFP specimen is
compared to a specimen before deconsolidation in Fig. 8. The cross-
section of the deconsolidated specimen confirms the larger amount of
deconsolidation of the AFP specimens. Plies have almost completely
debonded. This is not surprising, given the limited interlaminar
bonding of the specimen prior to deconsolidation due to the high lay-up
rate during AFP. Besides debonding, the plies themselves also show
signs of deconsolidation, as if individual fibers or small bundles of fibers
have popped out from the plies, forming rough ply surfaces with loose
fibers. This was not observed for the press-consolidated specimens.
Moreover, the AFP specimens showed significant local out-of-plane ply
waviness instead of the large blisters observed for the press-con-
solidated specimens.

3.2. TMA and RGA experiments

3.2.1. Heat treatment
The results of the TMA and RGA during the heat treatment (HT) part

of HT+D cycle are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b), respectively, for the
press-consolidated and AFP specimens. The TMA curves show an ex-
pansion upon heating to the plateau at 250° C of up to 2% for the press-
consolidated specimen. The original thickness is restored for both

Fig. 4. Measured temperature during the TMA for a deconsolidation cycle (D)
and a cycle with additional heat treatment prior to deconsolidation (HT+D).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Thickness increase vs. weight loss during deconsolidation for press-
consolidated specimens. AS = ambient storage, VOS = vacuum oven storage,
HCS =humidity chamber storage and HT =heat treatment. (For interpreta-
tion of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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specimens upon cooling, indicating that only reversible thermal ex-
pansion has occurred and no deconsolidation. Moreover, the lack of
crystallization shrinkage for both specimens indicate that both speci-
mens had similar high crystallinity. The increase in ion current in the
RGA curve above the baseline level of −2·10 11 A confirms that moisture
is released during the heat treatment. A large peak in the current is
observed when crossing Tg at −204min. This is followed by a gradually
decreasing current during the dwell at 250 °C until a stable level is
reached after about 150min. This time is most likely sensitive to the
specimen dimensions, as moisture diffusion will occur both in-plane
and through thickness. The peak is also larger for the AFP specimen,
confirming that the AFP specimen contained more moisture than the
press-consolidated specimen.

3.2.2. Deconsolidation – press-consolidated specimens
The results of the TMA during the deconsolidation (D) part of both

treatments for the press-consolidated specimens are shown in Fig. 10(a)
and (b). Initially, both specimens show an identical expansion curve.
However, a major difference appears when the melting temperature is
approached during heat-up. At this point, the specimen without heat
treatment shows a sudden drastic increase in thickness in just a few
seconds. This is followed by a gradual decrease in thickness over a
period of approximately 1min. This confirms that deconsolidation oc-
curs very rapidly and that it completed well within the cycle of 20min.
The sudden increase in thickness aroundTm is accompanied by a sudden
increase in ion current, as is shown in the RGA curve in Fig. 10(c). The
moisture release had already started to increase above Tg. The current
drops back to its initial level after the peak.

Fig. 6. Micrographs of cross-sections of press-consolidated specimens (a) before deconsolidation, and (b) after ambient storage (AS), (c) vacuum oven storage (VOS)
and (d) heat treatment (HT-3H@250C), each followed by deconsolidation.
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The heat treated specimen does not show this deconsolidation peak
and the ion current remains constant during the deconsolidation cycle.
This indicates that almost no moisture is released and confirms that the
heat treatment has removed nearly all moisture. No thickness increase
is observed for this specimen at the end of the cycle, as also was the case
in the oven deconsolidation experiments. This also indicates that only
reversible thermal expansion took place for this specimen.

3.2.3. Deconsolidation – AFP specimens
The results of the TMA and RGA during the deconsolidation (D) part

of both treatments are shown in Fig. 11 for the AFP specimens. Clearly,
both the TMA and RGA curves are very different from the press-con-
solidated specimens. The AFP specimens do not show the sudden ex-
pansion peak that was found in the TMA results for the press-con-
solidated specimen without heat treatment. Instead, both specimens
show a more gradual expansion when approaching the melting

temperature, followed by only very limited sagging. The heat treatment
did not affect the deconsolidation behavior of the AFP specimen, as
both specimens show exactly the same expansion curve. Moreover, the
AFP specimens show a larger thickness increase compared to the press-
consolidated specimen without heat treatment. This is consistent with
the results of the oven deconsolidation experiments.

Although the heat treatment did not affect deconsolidation beha-
vior, the effect is visible in the RGA curves. The specimen without heat
treatment shows an early increase in ion current near Tg. This peak was
not present for the press-consolidated specimen. A second peak appears
around the melting temperature, but this peak is much lower and wider,
and occurs later than for the press-consolidated specimen. The heat-
treated specimen shows a small increase in ion current from the heat
treatment temperature of 250 °C to beyond the melting temperature,
indicating that not all moisture was removed from the AFP specimen
during the heat treatment.

Besides the release of moisture, the release of other ion fragments
(m/z =14, 16, 20, 28, 29, 32, 36, 38, 40, 44) was also detected during
the RGA of AFP specimens. These fragments correspond with the con-
stituents of air, i.e. N , O , Ar2 2 and CO2, which was most likely en-
trapped in voids between the plies. No release of air was observed for
the press-consolidated specimens. This additional release of air may
also explain the larger weight loss that was observed for AFP specimens
in the oven deconsolidation experiments.

4. Discussion

The oven deconsolidation experiments, as well as the TMA and
RGA, showed clear differences between the deconsolidation behavior of
press-consolidated and AFP specimens and their response to the pre-
treatments. While the press-consolidated specimens showed mainly
interlaminar voids and reduced deconsolidation for two of the treat-
ments, the AFP specimens showed both inter and intralaminar voids

Fig. 7. Thickness increase vs. weight loss during deconsolidation for AFP spe-
cimens. AS = ambient storage, VOS = vacuum oven storage and HT =heat
treatment. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Micrographs of cross-sections of AFP specimens (a) before deconsolidation and (b) after ambient storage (AS) followed by deconsolidation.
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and ply roughening and no influence of the treatments. The following
sections discuss the origin of these differences.

4.1. Influence of moisture

The press-consolidated specimens showed a high sensitivity of

thickness increase to weight loss at low weight loss. Additionally, the
TMA and RGA experiments showed a correlation between thickness
increase and moisture release. This suggests that deconsolidation in
press-consolidated laminates is indeed dominated by the formation of
voids due to the thermal expansion of moisture that is dissolved in the
matrix of the composite material. This is supported by the fact that a

Fig. 9. (a) TMA and (b) RGA results of the heat treatment (HT) part of the HT+D thermal cycle for a press-consolidated and AFP specimen. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. (a, b) TMA and (c) RGA results of the deconsolidation cycle for press-consolidated specimens. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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heat treatment was able to eliminate all moisture and deconsolidation,
and that rehumidifying such heat treated specimens restored deconso-
lidation.

With this knowledge, a phenomenological explanation of the TMA
and RGA curves of the press-consolidated specimen can now be pro-
posed. A schematic representation of the deconsolidation process is
shown in Fig. 12. (i) The composite contains dissolved moisture. (ii) An
increase in temperature causes the water molecules (blue) to diffuse
through the composite, as well as to the surroundings. This process is
accelerated above Tg, due to the increased polymer chain mobility.
Voids start to nucleate at the interfaces between the plies. At these
locations there is a drastic pressure build-up due to the hot water vapor.
(iii) Once the melting temperature is reached, the matrix softens and
the composite can no longer withstand the internal pressure of the
voids. The voids expand to reduce their internal pressure and cause a
sudden increase in thickness. (iv) As the voids grow, they can merge
and form void channels at the interfaces between the plies [21,27].
These channels can eventually reach to the edges of the specimen if
sufficient voids are formed. At this point, the internal void pressure is
further reduced and the water vapor is released to the surroundings,
explaining the moisture release peak in the RGA that accompanies the
sudden expansion measured in the TMA. (v) As the internal void
pressure is now relieved, the specimen can sag in order to relax stresses
induced in the composite by the internal void pressure, explaining the
thickness reduction after deconsolidation. This also explains the plateau
in Fig. 5 at higher moisture contents, as all these specimens have sagged

back to a similar thickness.
The press-consolidated specimen subjected to the heat treatment did

not show any deconsolidation due to its low moisture content. Instead,
all thickness increase during the deconsolidation cycle of the heat-

Fig. 11. (a, b) TMA and (c) RGA results of the deconsolidation cycle for AFP specimens. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 12. Schematic representation of the deconsolidation process due to
moisture (in blue) expansion. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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treated specimen can be attributed to reversible thermal expansion and
melting and crystallization effects. The net thickness increase due to
deconsolidation can now be found by subtracting the thermal expansion
from the total thickness increase of the untreated specimen, as is shown
in Fig. 13. The curve confirms that deconsolidation of the press-con-
solidated specimen occurs almost instantaneously, i.e. in less than 10 s,
when crossing the melting temperature. This is followed by some sub-
sequent gradual sagging and a steady thickness is achieved within two
to four minutes after reaching Tm.

The results demonstrate that dissolved moisture can be a major issue
in processing of thermoplastic composites. This is even the case for C/
PEEK, although its low moisture uptake and limited knockdown of
mechanical properties by moisture are often used as a selling point
[31,32]. Low moisture levels reached under ambient storage conditions
can already cause significant deconsolidation. Therefore, removing this
moisture is essential in order to avoid deconsolidation during proces-
sing. Low temperature vacuum oven storage and a high temperature
heat treatment were the most effective treatments tested in this work in
reducing both moisture content and deconsolidation. However, vacuum
oven storage did not completely eliminate deconsolidation, as some
moisture remained. Moreover, drying in a vacuum oven is very time
and energy consuming, as it can take months for a laminate to dry
completely. A short treatment at high temperature in a convection oven
is more time and energy efficient and proved even more effective. A
temperature well above Tg seems to be essential for rapid drying, as a
treatment of 3 h at 150 °C did not influence deconsolidation sig-
nificantly. A treatment of 3 h at 250 °C worked particularly well for the
C/PEEK material used in this work.

4.2. Influence of blank consolidation quality

Similar to the press-consolidated specimen, the net deconsolidation
of the AFP specimen can be found by subtracting the thermal expansion
from the TMA curve, as is shown in Fig. 13. This assumes that thermal
expansion of the press-consolidated and AFP specimens are identical,
although a slight difference can be observed in Fig. 9. Besides the initial
deconsolidation peak and some subsequent sagging, the curve shows a
small second peak due to a difference in shrinkage during cooling be-
tween the press-consolidated and AFP specimen. The net thickness in-
crease of the AFP specimen clearly shows a different trend than the
press-consolidated specimen, indicating that moisture may not be the
main deconsolidation mechanism here.

The different response of the AFP specimens to the drying treat-
ments compared to the press-consolidated specimens can be explained
partially by the initial state of the laminates. Interlaminar voids have
remained in the laminate due to the rapid lay-up. These voids form a

void channel network [34,35], and allow for the early release of
moisture, as can be seen in Fig. 11(c), and prevent pressure build-up.
Due to the lack of pressure build-up, the AFP specimen does not show
the same sudden expansion in the TMA results as the press-consolidated
specimen when crossing the melting temperature. The presence of a
void channel network could also explain why additional drying treat-
ments have no significant effect on deconsolidation of the AFP speci-
mens. For the same reason it is also assumed that the additional release
of air that was observed during the RGA of the AFP specimens does not
contribute significantly to the thickness increase.

The imperfect interlaminar bonding that results from rapid lay-up
prevents pressure build-up and void growth by moisture expansion.
This means that deconsolidation due to moisture expansion can be in-
fluenced by the blank consolidation quality or, more specifically, the
degree of interlaminar bonding. This could serve as an advantage of
blanks produced by rapid AFP.

4.3. Influence of prepreg and blank consolidation process

Deconsolidation of the AFP specimens does not seem to be influ-
enced by moisture content and the specimens show a very different
deconsolidated state compared to the press-consolidated specimens.
This suggests that deconsolidation of the AFP laminates is governed by
a different mechanism.

To further investigate the governing mechanism, Fig. 14(a)–(c)
show cross-sectional micrographs of individual prepreg plies before
deconsolidation, after deconsolidation, and after deconsolidation with
heat treatment of 3 h at 250 °C. Additionally, Fig. 14(d) shows a de-
consolidated prepreg ply which has been press-consolidated prior to
deconsolidation. These micrographs show that the heat treatment did
not affect deconsolidation behavior of the prepreg, as also was the case
for the AFP specimens. Moreover, the deconsolidated prepreg shows a
cross-section similar to the AFP specimen in Fig. 8(b). Similar out-of-
plane ply waviness was also observed. Contrarily, the press-con-
solidated prepreg does not show this ply deconsolidation, but rather a
more intact ply, as was found for the press-consolidated laminates in
Fig. 6.

Based on the previous observations, the main cause of deconsoli-
dation of the AFP blanks seems to lie in the prepreg and is neither
significantly affected by the current AFP process, nor by a heat treat-
ment, while this cause is eliminated by the press consolidation process.

Although not further proven within the scope of this work, it is
suggested that the driving force for deconsolidation of the prepreg and
AFP blanks is related to frozen-in fiber stresses within the plies. These
stresses have most likely been introduced during the prepreg produc-
tion process, for example due to tensioning, compressing or bending of

Fig. 13. Thickness increase due to reversible thermal expansion and melting and crystallization effects, and deconsolidation. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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individual fibers or small fiber bundles, and are frozen in during soli-
dification of the matrix. Upon remelting, the stresses in these fibers are
relieved by allowing deformation of the fibers into a lower stress state.
This stress relieve, possibly in combination with the poor interlaminar
bonding that was achieved during rapid lay-up, would explain the de-
consolidation of the individual plies and out-of-plane waviness after
deconsolidation. It would also explain why annealing the matrix does
not change the deconsolidation behavior, as fiber mobility is very
limited at the annealing temperature. Apparently the fiber stresses are
also relieved during press consolidation, while they are not during rapid
AFP. This could be explained by the fact that press consolidation gives
the fibers the time to settle in a more favorable state by keeping the
entire laminate above Tm over a period of 30min. This resettling might
not happen during the rapid AFP process, where the time spend above
Tm is only 0.1 s and heating is very localized, although this may depend
on the process settings used. This is supported by Fig. 11(b), which
shows that deconsolidation of the AFP specimen takes about 30 s. The
fact that press consolidation relieves the fiber stresses is surprising, as
press consolidation has often been found to be the origin of deconso-
lidation by elastic energy stored in the fiber bed [15,17–23], although it
is also known that the effect is less pronounced for unidirectional pre-
preg [24]. Although some evidence has been provided that points to-
ward the role of frozen-in fiber stresses as source of deconsolidation for
the used prepreg and AFP blanks, more research is required to confirm
this and investigate the influence of the AFP process by including
thermal analysis.

The deconsolidation behavior can be highly prepreg specific, as was
observed by the authors in previous work [36]. This demonstrates the
large influence that the choice of prepreg (and the way it was manu-
factured) can have on deconsolidation behavior. Blanks made from a
significantly deconsolidating prepreg may lead to poorly consolidated
laminates after stamp forming, as the process may not be able to re-
establish interlaminar bonding and eliminate all voids, although this is
yet to be confirmed. Additionally, a loss of blank integrity due to

deconsolidation may lead to undesired forming defects. Press con-
solidation was found to significantly alter the deconsolidation behavior
and take away prepreg related causes for deconsolidation, which is a
major benefit of press-consolidated blanks. An additional press-con-
solidation step after AFP seems to be required for the prepreg used in
this work in order to avoid deconsolidation and ensure good con-
solidation quality after stamp forming. This additional processing step
is undesired, as it takes away the benefit of rapid lay-up. However, the
authors have experienced that using a prepreg which shows less de-
consolidation also reduces blank deconsolidation, allowing omission of
this extra step.

5. Conclusions and recommendations

Deconsolidation plays an important role in the stamp forming pro-
cess, especially when blanks produced by rapid automated lay-up are
used. The time available for reconsolidation is limited during stamp
forming and deconsolidation should therefore be kept to a minimum.
This requires proper characterization and control of the deconsolidation
behavior.

The deconsolidation behavior of UD C/PEEK blanks was char-
acterized experimentally in this work. Blanks produced by press con-
solidation and AFP, aimed at rapid lay-up, were considered in order to
identify the influence of blank manufacturing process and consolidation
quality on deconsolidation. The influence of moisture on deconsolida-
tion was investigated during deconsolidation experiments in a con-
vection oven. The moisture content was varied by applying various
drying and wetting treatments prior to deconsolidation. Additional
thermo-mechanical and residual gas analyses allowed for the coupled
measurement of thickness increase due to deconsolidation and moisture
release.

The results confirm that thermal expansion of dissolved moisture is
the main deconsolidation mechanism for press-consolidated blanks,
even for PEEK, which is known for its low moisture uptake.
Deconsolidation due to moisture expansion can be eliminated by drying
the blanks. A short high temperature heat treatment for 3 h at 250 °C
proved most effective for the C/PEEK used in this work.

For AFP blanks, deconsolidation was much more pronounced than
for the press-consolidated blanks. However, dissolved moisture is not a
major source of deconsolidation here. This is due to imperfect inter-
laminar bonding generated during rapid lay-up, which results in a void
channel network that allows for the release of moisture without void
formation. This is a benefit of AFP blanks with imperfect interlaminar
bonding and demonstrates the influence of blank consolidation quality
on deconsolidation.

It is suggested that deconsolidation in the AFP blanks used in this
work is caused by another mechanism, which is related to frozen-in
fiber stresses. This hypothesis is supported by the similar deconsolida-
tion behavior of single prepreg plies compared to AFP blanks. Press-
consolidation seemed to eliminate the frozen-in stresses, demonstrating
the influence the blank manufacturing process can have on deconsoli-
dation. However, more in-depth analysis of the prepreg and the AFP
process is required to confirm the role of frozen-in fiber stresses.

Blank deconsolidation may cause consolidation problems stamp
forming and is therefore best avoided. This paper demonstrates that
deconsolidation due to moisture expansion can be eliminated by drying
blanks prior to processing, preferably during a high temperature heat
treatment. Deconsolidation of AFP blanks due to internal prepreg
stresses can be prevented by press consolidating blanks prior to stamp
forming. However, this additional step is undesired, as it takes away the
benefit of rapid lay-up. Therefore, using a prepreg that shows minimal
deconsolidation is recommended for blank production with AFP.
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